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Objectives: The Secondary Prevention of Heart disEase in geneRal practicE (SPHERE) trial has recently reported. This study examines the cost-effectiveness of the SPHERE intervention in both healthcare systems on the island of Ireland.

Methods: Incremental cost-effectiveness analysis. A probabilistic model was developed to combine within-trial and beyond-trial impacts of treatment to estimate the lifetime costs and benefits of two secondary prevention strategies: Intervention - tailored practice and patient care plans; and Control - standardized usual care.

Results: The intervention strategy resulted in mean cost savings per patient of €512.77 (95 percent confidence interval [CI], −1086.46–91.98) and an increase in mean quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs) per patient of 0.0051 (95 percent CI, −0.0101–0.0200), when compared with the control strategy. The probability of the intervention being cost-effective was 94 percent if decision makers are willing to pay €45,000 per additional QALY.

Andrew W. Murphy, Margaret E. Cupples, and Susan M. Smith conceived the study and together with Molly Byrne and Mary C. Byrne participated in the design of the trial and intervention. Paddy Gillespie and Eamon O’Shea undertook the acquisition and analysis of the health economic data. All authors participated in critical revision of the manuscript, and have seen and approved the final version. This study was funded by the Health Research Board and Irish Heart Foundation. The funders had no part in the design of the study; the collection, analysis, and interpretation of the data; the writing of the report; and the decision to submit the article for publication. We thank the other members of the SPHERE study team, including C. Leathem, A. Houlihan, M. O’Malley, V. Spillane, H. Grealish, and P. Ryan (research nurses); M. Corrigan, M. D’Eath, and J. Wilson (qualitative researchers); and A. Kelly, J. Newell, and M. Donnelly (statistical and policy advisers). We also thank the patients and practitioners who participated in the study.
Conclusions: Decision makers in both settings must determine whether the level of evidence presented is sufficient to justify the adoption of the SPHERE intervention in clinical practice.
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Coronary heart disease (CHD) is a leading cause of death and illness in Ireland. Secondary prevention, involving the long-term management of cardiovascular risk factors among people who have been diagnosed with established disease, has been recommended as a key strategy for reducing levels of CHD (9). Moreover, as the majority of symptomatic individuals regularly attend their general practitioner (GP), primary care has been identified as an ideal setting for secondary prevention initiatives in many countries including the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. A recent systematic review of disease management programs targeting patients with CHD confirmed that such programs are effective (6). Reviewers concluded, however, that several important issues require further clarification, including the optimal mix of interventions and their cost-effectiveness (6).

The Secondary Prevention of Heart disEasE in generalized practice (SPHERE) study addressed these issues directly. Full details of the trial methods are published elsewhere (18). In brief, a cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT) recruited forty-eight practices and 903 patients with CHD (documented myocardial infarction [MI], coronary artery bypass grafting, angioplasty, or angina) in both healthcare systems on the island of Ireland. Practices were randomized to the intervention group, where practices and patients had access to tailored care plans (Practices received training in prescribing and behavior change, administrative support, quarterly newsletter; Patients received motivational interviewing, goal identification and target setting for lifestyle change, four-monthly review visits), or to the control group, where patients received existing primary care, consisting of unstructured newsletter; Patients received motivational interviewing, goal identification and target setting for lifestyle change, four-monthly review visits), or to the control group, where patients received existing primary care, consisting of unstructured and irregular patient follow-up (18). Details on the baseline characteristics of the patient populations in each group are presented in Supplementary Table 1, which can be viewed online at www.journals.cambridge.org/thc2010018. Forty-two patients in the intervention group and 23 patients in the control group were lost to follow-up, leaving 838 (92.8 percent) patients in the trial based analysis. Over a mean follow-up of 18 months, the trial showed a significant reduction in the numbers admitted to hospital for the intervention group compared with the control group (95 percent CI, 1.53–2.60; \( p = 0.03 \)) (18). There were no differences between groups in the other primary outcomes: blood pressure, total cholesterol, physical and mental health status, as measured by the SF-12 (18).

In addition to clinical effectiveness, any decision regarding the adoption of a healthcare program in a resource constrained healthcare system will depend upon its expected cost-effectiveness; that is, on whether it generates improvements in patients’ health at an acceptable cost. This study reports the results of the economic evaluation of the SPHERE study. We construct a decision analytic model, based on published epidemiological risk equations, which combines within-trial results with long-term projections to capture the impacts of treatment over the remainder of the patient’s lifetime. In the context of chronic disease, the appropriate time horizon of analysis is the patient’s lifetime, as healthcare programs will have long-term implications for both costs and outcomes (11).

METHODS

Overview

The cost-effectiveness analysis incorporates a trial-based component and a model-based component. Evidence collected (by means of questionnaires, chart searches, and consultation records) on resource use and clinical outcome measures, combined with external valuation data in the form of unit costs and utilities, provided the basis for the analysis within the trial follow-up period. The statistical analysis was conducted on an intention to treat basis, and in accordance with current guidelines for cluster RCTs (3). The model composed of a probabilistic Markov model, which combines data collected alongside the trial with additional evidence from Irish and international sources to extend the time horizon of the evaluation. The perspective of the healthcare provider was adopted and health outcomes were assessed in terms of quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs). The time horizon of the analysis was the patient’s lifetime and future costs and benefits were discounted at an annual rate of 3.5 percent (20).

Decision Analytic Model

The modeling structure was developed to reflect the natural history of the disease (Supplementary Figure 1, which can be viewed online at www.journals.cambridge.org/thc2010018). Disease progression is modeled using a Markov process with three discrete health states: “CHD,” “Post-ML,” and “Dead.” A series of published risk equations form the basis for the transition probabilities in the model. Annual risk of non-CHD mortality is modeled using age- and sex-specific Irish life tables (5). Annual risk of recurrent CHD is modeled using Framingham risk equations by D’Agostino et al. (8),...
which estimate the relationship between current cardiovascular risk factor profile and the probability of experiencing subsequent coronary events. Although contentious (15), the choice of Framingham risk equations was determined by the absence of an equivalent risk model for a secondary prevention population in a European setting.

The model allows for a user-specified time horizon of up to 50 years, by which time all individuals are predicted to reside in the “Dead” state. The risk equations are based on a mean follow-up of 4 years, but the statistical relationships they represent are assumed to apply over the entire time horizon of the analysis. An important assumption of the model relates to the duration of the treatment effect adopted. It is not appropriate to assume that the effect of treatment, in terms of a patient’s cardiovascular risk factor profile observed at the end of the trial, would sustain for the remainder of the patient’s lifetime. In the base-case analysis, data collected at trial follow-up were entered into the risk equations to estimate CHD risk for the subsequent 4 years, that is, the mean follow-up of the risk equations by D’Agostino et al. (8). Beyond 4 years and for the remainder of the analysis, cardiovascular risk factor profiles for the alternative treatment groups are assumed to be the same.

Separate risk equations were constructed for men and women using data from the original Framingham Study cohort and the Offspring-Spouse Study (8). For men, the equation includes age, diabetes, and the ratio of Total Cholesterol-to-HDL Cholesterol. For women, systolic blood pressure and smoking status are also included. Overall predicted risk is allocated into one of four CHD events (MI, unstable angina [UA], stable angina [SA], or CHD death) using data from an Irish observational study of patients with existing CHD (10). The relative increase in mortality risk for the first versus subsequent years post-MI was adopted from a published report examining alternative treatment options for acute coronary syndrome (23).
The model is run for the two patient cohorts: intervention and control. For each group, the relevant input parameter data were estimated from the trial and entered into the risk equations. As total cholesterol and systolic blood pressure were primary outcomes in the clinical study, their inclusion incorporates the relative effectiveness of the treatment alternatives in the beyond-trial analysis. These parameters were estimated using a generalized estimating equations (GEE) multivariate regression model, controlling for treatment arm, baseline values, and a range of clinically specified covariates and factors (13). The input parameters of interest were obtained from the linear predictions from the regression analysis, using the method of recycled predictions (12). In addition, sex-specific estimates for age, smoking status, diabetes status, and HDL cholesterol were estimated from pooled data for both intervention and control patients at baseline. This approach is adopted to ensure that the effectiveness of the alternative treatments is incorporated through the impacts on the primary clinical outcomes only.

The model is probabilistic in that specified input parameters are entered as probability distributions to reflect second order uncertainty and Monte Carlo simulation is used to translate the precision in each variable into a measure of uncertainty in overall cost-effectiveness. This process was repeated 1,000 times, with each simulation involving a random draw from each of the assigned input parameter distributions, thereby generating 1,000 sets of results for the costs and benefits of the intervention and control strategies. The simulated results were used to estimate the expected costs and benefits of treatment, the difference across treatment groups, and the associated uncertainty.

Costs

Three elements of costs were included in the analysis, all of which were expressed in 2006 Euros (€). The first related to the healthcare resources expended over the course of the trial. Costs associated with intervention set-up were detailed in the study accounts and included: training sessions, educational materials and consumables, post, packaging and travel costs associated with these activities. In addition, the costs associated with the use of primary care services, specifically GP and practice nurse consultations, prescriptions, and secondary care services, including hospital admissions, outpatient consultations, and accident and emergency visits, were estimated.

The costs to patients, in terms of time input and travel expenses over the course of the trial, were estimated. Whereas these costs were estimated for each treatment arm and are presented in the study, they are not included in the overall cost-effectiveness analysis so to ensure comparability with other studies.

The third element of costs related to the healthcare resources consumed beyond the end of the trial. First, an annual cost per patient was estimated to capture the health-care burden associated with treating patients with CHD in the community. Second, the hospitalization cost per predicted nonfatal coronary event, that is, SA, UA, and MI, was included.

Unit cost data for the relevant resource use items were collected for both Northern Ireland and the Republic (Table 1), and were assigned on the basis of the patient’s country of origin. Where necessary, unit costs were up-rated to 2006 prices using the hospital and community health services pay and price inflation index (19) for Northern Ireland, and the health component of the consumer price index (5) for the Republic. Pounds were converted to Euros using the 2006 exchange rate from the Central Bank of Ireland (4).

QALYs

The health outcomes of treatment were expressed in terms of QALY’s. Health-related quality of life was assessed within the trial using the SF-12 questionnaire (25). Responses were transformed to utility weights using the SF-6D preference based algorithm (2). Trial based QALYs were estimated using the area-under-the-curve method from SF-6D scores at baseline and follow-up, controlling for differences in baseline scores between treatment groups (17).

Impacts on health-related quality of life beyond the end of the trial were estimated by adjusting projected life expectancy using appropriate utility weights. As intervention and control patients were deemed equivalent at trial entry, the combined baseline SF-6D scores for all patients were used to estimate the utility weight for a patient with CHD in the Irish setting. The reduction in health-related quality of life resulting from experiencing non fatal coronary events, specifically UA and MI, was adopted from Lacey and Walters (16), who provide estimates of utility for the first and subsequent years following MI.

Analysis

Cost-effectiveness is assessed by relating the mean differential cost per patient between the two strategies, to their differential effectiveness. To explore the uncertainty surrounding the point estimates for cost-effectiveness, a probabilistic sensitivity analysis was undertaken. These results are presented using cost-effectiveness acceptability curves (CEACs), which estimate the probability that a treatment option is cost-effective dependent on how much the healthcare system is willing to pay for additional health gain (11).

As the trial recruited practices from two different healthcare systems, a subgroup analysis was undertaken to explore the cost-effectiveness results for each jurisdiction. In brief, the Republic of Ireland has a mixed healthcare system, with free access to primary care services for those judged less able to pay and those aged 70 years and over (32 percent of population registered in 2005) (18). Northern Ireland is served by the National Health Service, with no charges for access to primary or hospital care. For each run, the required
input parameters were estimated for the alternative treatment groups within each system.

In addition, several assumptions of the modeling approach were assessed using one-way sensitivity analyses. First, as alternative Framingham equations for a primary prevention population have been shown to overestimate coronary risk in European settings (15), the level of “accuracy” is varied to 10 percent, 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent to reflect different levels of over-estimation. Second, duration of treatment effect is varied to 1 year and for the remainder of the patient’s lifetime. Third, the discount rates were varied to 0 percent and 10 percent.

RESULTS

The results from the analysis are presented in the following section. The input parameter data adopted for the analysis are presented in Supplementary Table 2, which can be viewed online at www.journals.cambridge.org/thc2010018.

Costs

The key elements of resource use outside the course of the trial, and the resultant healthcare and patient costs are summarized in Table 2. The total cost of implementing the intervention was €213. The difference in mean healthcare and patient costs across treatment groups at trial follow-up was estimated, adjusting for variations in the costs that occurred in the 12 months before baseline. To account for the skewed and hierarchical nature of the cost data, a GEE regression model, with an identity link function, an exchangeable correlation structure, and a Gamma variance function was adopted for the analysis. The results indicate that the intervention was associated with reductions of €509.31 (95 percent CIs, –1158.34–139.72) and €43 (95 percent CIs, –101.54–15.64) in healthcare and patient costs, respectively.

The overall lifetime healthcare costs, composed of within-trial estimates and long-term projections, are presented in Table 3. These indicate that the intervention was associated with a mean cost saving of €1158.34 (95 percent CIs, –1086.46–91.98) compared with control. Neither the results from the within-trial nor the lifetime analyses were statistically significant at the 5 percent level.

QALYs

The key elements in the estimation of QALYs over the course of the trial are detailed in Table 2. The difference in mean QALYs per patient between groups at trial follow-up was estimated, adjusting for differences in SF-6D scores at baseline. In this case, a GEE regression model, assuming a Gaussian variance function was adopted for the statistical analysis and indicates that the intervention was associated with a 0.003 (95 percent CIs, –0.012–0.007) reduction in mean QALYs per patient compared with control.

The model combined within-trial estimates with long-term quality adjusted life expectancy projections to estimate the overall lifetime benefits of treatment. The results from the incremental analysis indicate that intervention was associated with an average increase of 0.0051 (95 percent CIs, –0.0101–0.0200) per patient compared with control. This suggests that the projected quality-adjusted life expectancy associated with the intervention offset the incremental losses that were observed over the course of the trial. Nonetheless, neither the results from the within-trial nor lifetime analyses were statistically significant at the 5 percent level.

Cost-Effectiveness

Overall, on the basis of expected cost-effectiveness, the intervention dominates control: that is, it generates higher mean QALYs and results in lower health service costs. The uncertainty in the analysis is presented graphically in Supplementary Figures 2 and 3, which can be viewed online at www.journals.cambridge.org/thc2010018. The probability of the intervention being, on average, less costly is 96 percent. In Ireland, a cost-effectiveness threshold value in the region of €45,000 per QALY has been proposed for health technology appraisal (1). At the threshold, there is a probability of 94 percent that the intervention is cost-effective.

There is evidence that the results for the incremental cost and incremental effectiveness analyses were somewhat different across the two settings (Supplementary Tables 3, 4, and 5, which can be viewed online at www.journals.cambridge.org/thc2010018). In the Republic, the reduction in mean cost per patient associated with the intervention was greater than that in the North. Conversely, the improvement in mean QALYs per patient associated with the intervention was superior in the North than in the Republic. Nonetheless, it is the combination of these variables which determines overall cost-effectiveness, and at a threshold value of €45,000 per additional QALY, the probability of the intervention being cost-effective is 93 percent in the Republic and 90 percent in the North.

The results of the sensitivity analyses reveal that altering the assumptions of the base-case model did not impact, to a great degree, the likelihood of the intervention being cost-effective (Supplementary Table 5).

DISCUSSION

A decision model was constructed to undertake the cost-effectiveness analysis of the SPHERE intervention for the secondary prevention of CHD in both health systems on the island of Ireland. The analysis was based largely on data collected alongside the clinical trial, augmented with evidence from Irish, UK, and U.S. published sources. The intervention was associated with an overall mean lifetime healthcare cost saving per patient of €512.77 and generated a mean improvement in lifetime health outcomes of 0.0051 QALYs per patient. The true cost savings are likely to be greater than
reported as we excluded costs to patients (i.e., time and travel) from the final analysis.

These findings reflect those from the clinical study, which reported that the intervention led to a reduction in the number of patients admitted to hospital, but did not generate additional clinical benefits in terms of blood pressure, cholesterol, or health-related quality of life. Our results indicate that cost savings from the reduction in admissions offset the implementation and additional primary care costs of the intervention, leading to an overall reduction in healthcare costs relative to control. However, there were no statistically significant differences between groups in final cost or effect end point. In such circumstances, and where equivalence has not been demonstrated, incremental cost-effectiveness ratios should be calculated and the uncertainty surrounding such ratios quantified (14). We estimated the uncertainty in cost per QALY figures using CEACs, which indicate that the probability of the intervention being cost-effective remains appreciably higher than 80 percent across a wide range of threshold values, and across both healthcare systems. It will ultimately be the remit of decision makers in both jurisdictions to determine whether such a level of certainty is sufficient to justify the adoption of the intervention in clinical practice. Moreover, they should be clear that it is the difference in costs that is the main driver in the cost-effectiveness results.

Of interest was the difference in the nature of the impact of the intervention in the two healthcare systems included in the study. This is not unexpected given their differing approaches with respect to the funding and provision of healthcare services in general and secondary prevention services in particular. This was reflected in the observed differences in the service utilization across settings, which directly influence the cost of the intervention and control strategies in each system. Moreover, we previously reported differences in baseline characteristics between participants recruited in the North and the Republic—overall those in North had better levels of control of their cardiovascular risk factors but those in the Republic reported better self-assessed quality of life (7). The latter may be linked to the greater improvement in mean QALYs per patient associated with the intervention in the North than in the Republic. These issues notwithstanding, the intervention was associated with reduced costs and improved health in both systems and policy makers must decide whether the uncertainty at their chosen threshold value is acceptable. An important issue underlying this analysis is that of the true threshold value in each jurisdiction. It is likely to be the case that each country has a distinct threshold value.
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Table 3. Incremental Cost-Effectiveness Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost analysis</th>
<th>Incremental analysis (Intervention minus control)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in within-trial healthcare cost (95% CIs)</td>
<td>$-509.31$ ($-1158.34, 139.72$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference in within-trial patient cost (95% CIs)</td>
<td>$-42.95$ ($-101.54, 15.64$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifetime healthcare cost (95% CIs)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$21,361.53$</td>
<td>$21,874.30$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(11,110.23, 39,322.38)$</td>
<td>$(11,609.31, 40,014.34)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Difference in lifetime healthcare cost (95% CIs) | $-512.77$ ($-1086.46, 91.98$) |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effectiveness analysis</th>
<th>Incremental analysis (Intervention minus control)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difference in within-trial QALYs (95% CI)</td>
<td>$-0.003$ ($-0.012, 0.007$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lifetime QALYs (95% CIs)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$7.8986$</td>
<td>$7.8935$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(7.70, 8.08)$</td>
<td>$(7.69, 8.08)$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Difference in lifetime QALYs (95% CI) | $0.0051$ ($-0.0101, 0.0200$) |

Note. Within-Trial Cost Analyses: GEE regression model, with an identity link function, a Gamma variance function, and exchangeable correlation structure. All models estimated controlling for baseline cost in the 12 months prior to trial. Within-Trial QALY Analysis: GEE regression, with an identity link function, a Gaussian variance function, and exchangeable correlation structure. Model estimated controlling for baseline SF6D scores. Beyond-Trial Analyses: Expected values estimated from 1,000 simulations from the probabilistic model. All 95% confidence intervals estimated using the percentile method.

CI, confidence interval; GEE, generalized estimating equations; QALYs, quality-adjusted life-years.

which reflects its own healthcare budget constraints. Our results reveal that at lower threshold values the intervention is more likely to be more cost-effective in the Republic than in the North. This may be relevant given the current economic climate and its potential impact on healthcare budgets and the knock on effects in terms of an acceptable threshold value for additional health gain.

There are several limitations in the analysis. In general, the issue of transferability of data from external sources to the Irish setting is an important consideration throughout. This is particularly true in the case of the adopted risk equations which were estimated for an American population with CHD. Furthermore, as neither the standard errors of the coefficients or the covariance across the covariates were available for the equations, it was not possible to fully incorporate the uncertainty surrounding the equations in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis. In the adopted approach, trial-based healthcare costs and QALYs are inputted in the model as standalone parameters, the assumption being that they act independently. This is unlikely to be the case as the health outcome that an individual experiences will be related, to some degree or another, to the healthcare services they use; the actual result for the correlation between healthcare costs and QALYs was $-0.03$. Consideration was given to adapting the model to address this issue; however, we decided to proceed with the assumption of independence given that the observed correlation was not significant. An important assumption of the modeling approach relates to how long the effect of treatment persists following the end of the trial. While the approach adopted may be viewed as somewhat arbitrary, we believe it to be appropriate given the evidence that the benefits of secondary prevention programs extend beyond the length of a trial (6).

The results from our study are similar to previous studies which compared disease management programs for the secondary prevention of CHD with “usual care” in the United Kingdom (21;22;24). These studies were trial based evaluations, with a time horizon of 1 year (24), 2 years (21), and 5 years (22), respectively. O’Neill et al. (21) reported significant improvements in survival and self-assessed quality of life with no significant difference in healthcare costs associated with the intervention. Raftery et al. (22) reported a 70 percent probability that their intervention strategy was cost-effective at a threshold value £5,000 per QALY. Similarly, Turner et al. (24) reported a 90 percent probability that their intervention strategy was cost-effective at threshold value £30,000 per QALY. A fourth study by Johnston et al. (14) compared three alternative strategies for promoting...
secondary prevention in primary care over the patients’ lifetime by means of a cluster RCT and a decision model. They report that two strategies for promoting secondary prevention, “Recall to GP” and “Recall to Nurse,” were not likely to be cost-effective when compared with the control strategy of “Audit and Feedback.” They do suggest, however, that a control strategy of “usual care” may have produced more favorable findings (14). The results from our study add further weight to the assertion that such programs may be a cost-effective alternative to “usual care.” In addition, we show that the cost-effectiveness of such programs of care is broadly similar across different healthcare systems.

**POLICY IMPLICATIONS**

Our results suggest that the SPHERE intervention is likely to be cost-effective in both healthcare systems on the island of Ireland. The cost-effectiveness results are predominantly determined by differences in costs between treatment arms, particularly in relation to hospital admissions. Decision makers in both settings must determine whether the level of evidence presented, including the estimated uncertainty, is sufficient to justify the adoption of the intervention in clinical practice.
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